Thinking

Please review the FAQs and contact us if you find a problem with a link.

Course Description: Students will develop their logical thinking skills while engaged in fun games.

Level 1

Connect the Dots (This can be downloaded on Kindle Fire. Search “A Dot Game.” It’s by Permashock.) Click on the green flag. Click and drag to connect the dots into a picture. Click the green flag to start a new drawing with new dots.

Figure out the shape (harder)

Hex (Put five of the same color in a row, any color, anywhere, marble has to be able to roll to the spot.)

I Spy Choose from the six options on this page.

Lily Pads (You can’t jump diagonally, but you can jump far.)

Loot the King Click on wooden objects to make them disappear. Knock out the guard by causing anything to hit him. Reload the level if you need to try again. (Alternate Link)

Maze

Mouse Trap Jr.

Oddball

Robo Packer

Set Game (harder)

Tangrams (harder) Click on a shape button along the bottom. Then use the colored shapes to fill it in.

Weigh the Poodle

Whack a Difference

Which Button?

Level 2

Bad Apple

Chat Noir (That’s French for black cat. You have to trap it by clicking on the circles.)

Checkers

Connect the Dots (This can be downloaded on Kindle Fire. Search “A Dot Game.” It’s by Permashock.) Click on the green flag. Click and drag to connect the dots into a picture. Click the green flag to start a new drawing with new dots.

Feed the Fruit

Hex (Put five of the same color in a row, any color, anywhere, marble has to be able to roll to the spot.)
Jigsaw Puzzles
Jumbler
Kidoku
Leap Frog
Lily Pads
Loot the King  Click on wooden objects to make them disappear. Knock out the guard by causing anything to hit him. Reload the level if you need to try again. (Alternate Link)
Quiddler
Pushori
Seesaw Logic
Set Game
Tangrams  Click on a shape button along the bottom. Then use the colored shapes to fill it in.
Tangram Race

Level 3
Chess School
Play chess online

Levels 4 – 6
Logic puzzles are listed in their computer lessons
Backgammon  (How to play)
Brain Boosters  (Old link with indexed list)
Brain Teasers and Math Puzzles  on the right it lists the level of the problem
Checkers
Connect the Dots  (This can be downloaded on Kindle Fire. Search “A Dot Game.” It’s by Permashock.) Click on the green flag. Click and drag to connect the dots into a picture. Click the green flag to start a new drawing with new dots.
Feed the Fruit
Free Cell  (This game can always be won.)
Games for the Brain
Leap Frog
Logic Cube  Turn off the sound. Please don’t click on the other puzzles on the side. I haven’t checked them out.
Logic Games
Logic Puzzles
Loot the King  Click on wooden objects to make them disappear. Knock out the guard by causing anything to hit him. Reload the level if you need to try again. (Alternate Link)
Mastermind
Make 15  Choose three numbers that add up to 15 while competing against the computer.
Math Puzzles
Number Cracker
Play chess online
Puzzle Playground

allinonehomeschool.com
Quiddler word game
Scrabble word game
Set Game
Sudoku online, you can choose your level on the left
Tangrams
Tangram Race
What’s more?
Word Puzzles

Levels 7+
Backgammon (How to play)
Checkers
Connect the Dots (This can be downloaded on Kindle Fire. Search “A Dot Game.” It’s by Permashock.) Click on the green flag. Click and drag to connect the dots into a picture. Click the green flag to start a new drawing with new dots.
Go (How to play)
Griddlers Harder version
Logic Puzzles online or printable
Math Puzzles
Play chess online
Quiddler
Set Game
Sudoku